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Abstract—Subdivision is a method to create a smooth surface
from a coarse mesh by subdividing the entire mesh. The conventional
ways to compute and render surfaces are inconvenient both in terms of
memory and computational time as the number of meshes will increase
exponentially. An adaptive subdivision is the way to reduce the
computational time and memory by subdividing only certain selected
areas. In this paper, a new adaptive subdivision method for triangle
meshes is introduced. This method defines a new adaptive subdivision
rules by considering the properties of each triangle's neighbors and is
embedded in a traditional Loop's subdivision. It prevents some
undesirable side effects that appear in the conventional adaptive
ways. Models that were subdivided by our method are compared with
other adaptive subdivision methods.

Keywords—Subdivision, loop subdivision, handle cracks, smooth
surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

UBDIVISION surface is a smooth free-form surface
generated by recursive rules. The surface is specified using
coarse control mesh that approximates points lying-on a mesh
of arbitrary topology. Mesh subdivision is firstly introduced by
Catmull and Clark [1] and Doo and Sabin [2] in 1978 as an
extension to curve subdivision algorithms. Recently, many
subdivision methods have been developed following the trends
of both Catmull and Doo, including Loop [3], Butterfly [4], and
Kobbelt [5]. The techniques have been mainly used as
approximation of original mesh or an interpolation of the
original one. In the approximation, the original mesh vertices
are repositioned at newer levels. On the other hand, the original
mesh vertices are fixed in the interpolation. These surfaces are
suitable for creating smooth models and are widely used in the
modeling application and entertainment industry [6].
It can be seen that all techniques of surface smoothing use
the process of global refinement at every level of subdivision.
However, at higher levels of subdivision, the process can lead
to heavy computational load which is undesirable and can
prevent an application to achieve real time usages [7].
Generally, the subdivision process is to subdivide simple
polyhedrons to make the whole polyhedron meshes smoother.
After several subdivision steps, the generated subdivision
surface will be smooth enough to represent a fine shape.
Normally, there is no need for a model to be smoothed or
detailed in all areas. For example, subdivision of flat surfaces

and subdivision triangles smaller than a pixel do not add visual
quality of the model. Therefore, it is more preferable if the
subdivision restricted to some specific areas while keeping the
visual quality. Adaptive subdivision aims at providing such a
local subdivision rules that subdivide these high curvature
areas. This paper will focus on doing an adaptive subdivision
on Loop's subdivision [3] as it has simple approximation and
creates C2 surface except at extraordinary vertices where
surface smoothness is C1.
Adaptive subdivision problem can be divided into two sub
problems. First, selection criteria for subdivision must be
defined. Second, the mesh must be re-triangulated to remove
cracks caused by differences in subdivision depth of adjacent
faces since these cracks prevent proper rendering and further
processing of a surface.
This paper addresses the second problem of adaptive
subdivision processing. We contribute a new crack handle
algorithm that avoids some undesirable side effects which are
produced in previous crack removing methods while
maintaining the low number of triangle.
Next section will give an overview of Loop's subdivision and
discussion on adaptive subdivisions and their drawbacks. Our
method is introduced in Section III whereas the result and
comparison with other algorithms are introduced in Section IV.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Loop’s Subdivision
The Loop subdivision technique is a simple approximating
face-split method for triangular meshes proposed by Charles
Loop [3]. The method is based on the triangular meshes which
creates C2 continuity everywhere except at extraordinary
vertices where continuity is C1. At each level, the input mesh is
converted to a finer mesh by simple quadrisect operation
followed by vertices averaging that guarantees a smooth limit
surface. Starting from input mesh M 0, mesh M i+1 is obtained
from splitting the faces of mesh M i and reposition the resulting
vertices. As the subdivision depth increases the surface
becomes finer and the mesh resolution is enhanced. The
geometric operator that defines new vertices' positions are
represented by masks. Existing vi s of mesh M i are repositioned
as a linear combination of their neighbors v ij . Loop’s rules
work as follow:
-For every vertex vi in original mesh M i , a new vertex vi+1
called even vertex in mesh M i+1 is calculated by
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- For
F every edgge in the original mesh M i , a new verrtex ei+1
caalled odd verttex in mesh M i+1 is calculatted by
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Fig. 1 Even an
nd odd vertices iin Loop subdivvision denotes existing
vertex of mesh M i,
denootes even vertexx of mesh M i+1 and
denotes oddd vertex of meshh M i+1

- Every
E
trianglee of the originaal mesh is subd
divided into foour new
triiangles

C. Selection Criteria
C
In an adaptivve subdivisionn, an area to be
b subdivided can be
sellected either by
b specific critteria or manuaally.
There are maany methods tto determine which area iss to be
subbdivided. Onne is to find clones of th
he surface too limit
subbdivision surfaces. Anotheer is to use the
t curvature of the
surrface where higher
h
curvaturre regions of the
t
mesh require
r
moore refinement than flat ones. For example, Gaaussian
cuurvature of eacch vertex, com
mputed from its sum of Voronoi
V
areea of model, iss used to refinne high curvatu
ure area of moodel, as
theese areas gennerally need m
more approxim
mation [8]. Dihedral
anngle, which is the
t angle betw
ween normal of adjacent faaces, is
alsso used as sim
mple approxim
mation of surfaace curvaturee [9].
Thhough, dihedral angle is not as acccurate as Gaaussian
cuurvature, it is more
m efficient tto compute an
nd can still determine
thee surface curvvature.
using
In this papeer, high curvvature area determination
d
dihhedral angle method
m
is adopted and the depth
d
of subddivision
is controlled by users.
D. Crack handling
Fig. 3 show
ws a case whhere only onne mesh trianngle is
d
subddivision
subbdivided. Its neighboring faces with different
deppth create craccks in the messh. This is because the shareed edge
between these faces contaains a vertex
x with incoomplete
connectivity. Thhe resulting cracks must be removed so the
fu
edited, processed and
d subdivided.
surrface can be further
Simple Trianngulation:
Amresh and Farin [9] have
inttroduced a craack-removingg method whiich bisects thee faces
thaat have not beeen subdividedd. The method effectively coonnects
thee vertex with incomplete
i
strructure to its opposing vertex.
Foor each odd veertex (called T
T-vertex) biseection by connnecting
thiis vertex to thhe opposite vvertex (called
d O-vertex) reemoves
craack. As shownn in Fig. 3, thee method intro
oduces T-verteex onto
thee mesh wheree the face is bisected. Hoowever, the method
m
ressults in undesiirable effects w
which are:

B. Adaptive Subdivision
S
In an adaptivve subdivisionn, only a subsset of the trianngles of
thhe input mesh is
i subdivided.. The criteria for
f selecting trriangles
too be subdivideed depends onn application.. They can bee either
usser-defined orr selected based on specificc criteria. Gennerally,
addaptive subdiivision createes cracks betw
ween trianglees with
diifferent subdivvision depth. These cracks must be remooved to
reemain a water-tight surfacce. Firstly, methods
m
to dettermine
reegions of the mesh
m
to be subbdivided are analyzed.
a
Secoondly, a
sim
mple triangullation and an incremental subdivision methods
m
w be explaiined on how
will
w they avoidd cracks, and
d what
drrawbacks they
y have. Thirdlly, a new propposed method will be
diiscussed. Fourrthly, silhoueettes of shapes subdivided by our
prroposed method will be coompared withh Loop's methhod and
finnally modelss subdivided by four different
d
subddivision
m
methods
will bee compared.
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Fig. 2 One-to-four reefinement in Lo
oop subdivision
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Fig. 3 A crack and a simple triiangulation metthod to handle crack
c
(a) coaarse mesh (b) crrack (c) a simple triangulation

1. Iterative suubdivision in sselected areas creates a num
mber of
lonng skinny trianngles which leead to Ripple Effect
E
[10] pro
oblems
as shown in Fig. 4
2. When a loot of subdivisiion iterations are applied, a large
n
triiangles
diffference in suubdivision deppth between neighboring
is ddeveloped and
d will cause unndesirable abrrupt change beetween
tw
wo triangles’ suubdivision deppth [5].

20
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Step 3: If an
n angle of twoo adjacent triaangle is within
n some
tollerance limit, the edge shaared by the tw
wo triangles will
w be
maarked as flat-eedge, if else w
will be marked as non- flat-eedge.
Step 4: Any triangles
t
withh at least one non-flat-edge
n
will be
maarked as non-fflat-triangle.
Step 5: Every
y edge of nonn-flat-trianglees will be marrked as
aliive regardless of their flatneess.
B. Subdivisionn
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Every alive edge
e
of a trian
ngle will be su
ubdivided as fo
ollows.
• For an ed
dge that is m
marked as nonn-flat-edge, tw
wo new
vertices are calcculated; a new
w even vertex,, which is calcculated
acccording to equ
uations (1) and
d (2) and a new odd vertex,, which
is calculated acccording to equ
uations (3).
• If an edge is marked ass flat-edge, a new even veertex is
callculated accorrding to equation given by(4
4).
e i +1 = e i
Fig. 4 Top row
w: Iterative simp
ple adaptive sub
bdivision resultts in a
Ripple Effect lines on a surfaace. Bottom row
w: Iterative adaaptive
su
ubdivision by ou
ur proposed metthod can avoid Ripple
R
effect an
nd create
pro
ogressively chan
nge in subdivision depth

an
nd a new odd vertex
v
which is calculated acccording to eq
quation
giv
ven by (5).
e i +1 =

Incremental Subdivision: Another meethod introdu
uced by
Hamid-Reza an
H
nd Faramarz ccalled incremeental subdivisiion[10],
is able to handlee the crackingg problem by expanding
e
subdivided
o the high cu
urvature mesh
hes to
arreas to an R riing neighbor of
crreate a buffer region. This method can handle Ripplee effect
an
nd abrupt chaange of subdiivision depth stated in the simple
triiangulation. However,
H
the m
method createes an unwanted
d effect
off unnecessary subdivided arreas which can turn to be
b chain
efffect subdivisiion and lead too exponentiallly
increase
in
triiangle numberr.

(4)

1
1
a+ b
2
2

n
created odd vertex an
nd a,b are defi
fined as
whhere ei+1 is a newly
in Fig. 6
1
a
2
F 6
Fig.

1
b
2

deno
otes existing veertex of mesh M i,
vertex oof mesh M i+1

denotes odd

C. Crack Hanndling

O
T
O

Fig. 5 An ex
xample of increm
mental subdivission. The dots indicate
selected vertices for subdiviision. The thick
k edges indicatee the
boundary of
o R, and the lettters show T- an
nd O-vertices [1
10]

III. PRO
OPOSED METH
HOD
A. Selection Criteria
C
Dihedral ang
gle is an anglee between norrmal vector off a face
an
nd its adjoining face normall vector. It can
n be used to dettermine
an
n area with hig
gh curvature. D
Dihedral anglee is used accorrding to
th
he following stteps.
Step 1: The normal for eaach triangle is calculated
Step 2: The dihedral
d
anglees of every triaangle along wiith their
neeighbors are calculated.
c
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Fig
g. 7 A crack and
d a new propossed method to handle
h
crack (a) Coarse
meesh (b) proposed
d method first iteration(c) pro
oposed method second
iteeration

During the su
ubdivision steeps, if a triang
gle,
(x,y,z) called
boorder trianglee, is not su
ubdivided bu
ut its neighb
bor is
sub
bdivided, a crrack will appeeared. In orderr to handle thee crack
pro
oblem, this boorder trianglee must also be subdivided by the
folllowing rule:
• For every border
b
trianggle that has on
ne or two subd
divided
neighbors, a new
w center verteex is calculated
d by
1
1
1
(6)
v= x+ y+ z
3
3
3
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where v is a neew center verttex of trianglee (x,y,z)as sh
w
hown in
Fiig. 8(a) and Fiig. 8(b).
• A border triangle will be subdivid
ded into 4 trriangles
acccording to Fiig. 8 (a), wheen it has one subdivided neeighbor
triiangle.
• A border triangle will be subdivid
ded into 5 trriangles
acccording to Fiig. 8 (b), wheen it has two subdivided neeighbor
triiangles.
• A borderr triangle wiill be subdiv
vided using regular
su
ubdivision Fig
g. 8(c), when it has three subdivided neeighbor
triiangles.

x
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v
(a)

y

x

v

y

x

Threshold
angle
20
40
60

1st Iteraation
0.236%
%
0.398%
%
0.506%
%

2nd
Iteratio
on
0.151%
0.1766%
0.21
18%

3 rd Iteration
0.104%
%
0.816%
%
1.153%
%

y
z
(c))

z
(b)

z

TA
ABLE I
RESULT OF SILHOUEETTE COMPARISO
ON BETWEEN OUR PROPOSED METH
HOD AND
ORIGINAL LOOP'S SUBDIVISION A
AT THE SAME SUB
BDIVISION DEPTH
H. THE
RESULT IS SHO
OWN IN PERCENT
TAGE ERROR OF LOOP'S SUBDIVISIO
ON

(a) Back siide of the modeel

vided
Fig. 8 (a) Onee subdivided neeighbor trianglee (b) two subdiv
neeighbor trianglee (c) regular sub
bdivision wheree v is a center vertex
v
of
ttriangle

D. Realignmeent
Every edge shared
s
by any two border trriangles that have
h
the
ceenter vertex, will be realig
gned during adaptive
a
subd
division
prrocesses accorrding to Fig. 9.
9
(b) Front siide of the modeel
v

v

v

v

Fig. 9 A locaal realignment oof border trianggles where v is a center
vertex

IV. RESULT
In practice, our
o adaptive subdivision method
m
can create
c
a
sm
mooth surfacee with progresssive change in
i subdivision
n depth.
Th
he number off triangle is eefficiently deccreased comp
pared to
orriginal Loop's subdivision. In addition, we
w can guaran
ntee that
th
he subdivided area will no
ot exceed the border trian
ngles of
su
ubdivided trian
ngles, which can greatly reeduce the num
mber of
triiangles.
o method are
a compared
d with conveentional
Results of our
m
methods.
Moreo
over, we madee some evaluaation by investtigating
th
he silhouettes of shapes sub
bdivided by our
o proposed method
an
nd Loop's metthod as shown
n in Table I an
nd Fig. 10.
Fig. 11 comp
pares the fourr methods of subdividing
s
a model:
Original Loop’s subdivision,, simple triang
gulation, increemental
ubdivision witth one ring su
ubdivided neiighbor and prroposed
su
m
method.
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(c) Top sidde of the modell
Fig. 10 The silho
ouette of 3 sides of the model. Left column piictures
Subdivision model and right co
olumn
inndicate silhouettes of Loop's S
vision
pictures indicatte silhouettes of our proposed method subdiv
m
model
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23216 facces

92864 faces

5804 faces

15648 facces

27776 faces

Simple Triangulation
Incremental Subdivision
5804 faces

21722 faces

50542 facces

p
method
Proposed
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Original
g
Loop’s
p Subdivision
5804 faces

5804 faces

18340 facces

41084 faces

(a) Coarse mesh

(b) 1st Iteraation

(c) 2nd Itteration

Fig. 11 Compaarison of adaptivve subdivision methods: The proposed methhod produces leess faces than Inncremental subd
division, and th
hough
m
efficient reesult
produces morre faces than Siimple triangulattion, it yields more
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V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new adaptive subdivision method to facilitate
model’s surface smoothing. The new method can eliminate the
numerous triangles and prevent some undesirable effects that
appear in the traditional ones, and accordingly reduce the
computational cost.
The new proposed method can ensure that subdivided areas
will not exceed the border triangles of high curvature areas.
Therefore, unnecessary subdividing can be prevented and the
Ripple effect can be avoided since the newly created T-vertices
and O-vertices will keep changing along the subdivision
processes. Finally, subdivision depth between each triangle will
not exceed one level.
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